Coming RMC Events for Fall 2017!

INVITED SPEAKERS

**Featured Speaker—Roderick Rose**

Oct. 31, 2017  
Tuesday, 10:00–11:30  
EHE Commons

“Causal Frameworks: Combining Assumptions, Design, & Methods to Make Causal Inferences from Statistical Association”

Research Assistant Professor, School of Social Work  
University of North Carolina Chapel Hill

METHODS LEADERSHIP SERIES

**Getting Grants Using Secondary Data (Part 1)**

Oct. 19, 2017  
Thursday, 10:00–11:30am  
EHE College Commons

with Barbara Hodgdon, Kim Lightle, Ann O’Connell, Sandy Reed, Natasha Slesnick, Tasha Snyder, Jen Wong

**Panel Discussion: The Significance of the P-value**

Oct. 18, 2017  
Wednesday, 2:00–3:30pm  
3rd Floor, Research Commons  
18th Ave. Library

with Paul De Boeck, Professor, Dept. of Psychology, Ann A. O’Connell, Professor, Dept. of Ed. Studies, and Trisha Van Zandt, Professor, Dept. of Psychology

**The Perils of Creating Composite Scores from Ordinal Data**

Oct. 26, 2017  
Thursday, 1:30–3:00pm  
EHE College Commons

Cristian Gugiu, Associate Professor, Dept. of Ed. Studies

**Using Secondary Data: Midlife in the US (MIDUS)**

Nov. 2, 2017  
Thursday, 2:00–4:00pm  
PAES Room 11O

Jen Wong, Assistant Professor, Dept. of Human Sciences

**Getting Grants Using Secondary Data (Part 2)**

Nov. 16, 2017  
Thursday, 2:00–3:30pm  
EHE College Commons

Planning, applying and getting access to secondary data with Kim Lightle, Joe Roush, Bethany Boettner

**Symposium: Rigor and Reproducibility in Educational Research**

Date TBD  
EHE College Commons

with TBD

And there is more! For updated information on these RMC events and others visit the RMC website: [go.osu.edu/rmc](http://go.osu.edu/rmc)

To register, please visit the RMC website at [go.osu.edu/rmc](http://go.osu.edu/rmc)